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We also screened two short videos:
--Death of a Revolutionary - World in Action, 1971, 25 minutes
--The Package - Dara Greenwald & Ona Mirkinson, 2010, 12 minutes
andandand.org

L E T T E R W RI TI NG T O P OLI TIC AL P RI S O N E R S
There are those events which one never leaves - a single moment, a
miscommunication at a meeting, a misstep on a march. Say the wrong thing to a
cop or a judge, and you lose one hundred days, years, imprisoned. As you find
yourself taken from your home, your friends, it is then when our affinities,
solidarities, and self-organization are most challenged.
We propose that we spend the time together identifying and locating those which
will not be left behind, forgotten, sacrificed, ignored, in our collective pursuit of
communism. If we take seriously our opposition to the organization of this world;
if we take seriously our struggles to change it; then we take seriously the
consequences. These consequences are material--economic and social--but also
emotional, psychic. What we can share with those imprisoned are our thoughts,
our care, our interest, our desires to be together again, to be together in a different
world. We can share our commitments with them.
For the August 13th event at the Turnahlle in Kassel, Germany, we focused on
some specific cases and individuals as points of departure: the Cleveland 4; Jeremy
Hammond; and, in recognition of Black August, Ruchell Cinque Magee & Hugo
Pinell. Here are their addresses, as of August 2012:

Baxter, Brandon #57972060
2240 Hubbard Rd.
Youngstown, OH 44505
Jeremy Hammond #18729-424
Metropolitan Correctional Center
150 Park Row
New York, New York, 10007
Ruchell Cinque Magee #A92051
C-2 107L CSATF/State Prison at Corcoran
P.O Box 5242
Corcoran, CA 93212
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1.
In a bureaucratic society, how do we maintain our interest, from where do we
derive pleasure? …in a society whose institutions, even the family, serve only to
corrupt our capacity for love / when it is only within its empty spaces that we can
find poetry, our thoughts in-between / even our forms of language serve to
reappropriate our lives, our struggles to pull out, as capitalism tries to suck us
back in. For a book, you need only the staples.
In the heterotopic spaces we have our experiences, our thoughts, existential, as
struggles against a neoliberal society which both creates and takes away any
contexts within which we may want to associate. Those formats, shapes, we’ve
tried to create for ourselves, taken away, privatized and institutionalized, as
struggles against our self-organization, a framing of our freedoms in which we
become, again, under control. The machine of education creates its own students,
as subjects, under control. Now we don’t see our teachers anymore, we see only
education, we see the internet, a tube which privatizes our self-educations as a
means of giving it back to us.
Whether or not we use, we remain under control. We give more of ourselves,
more information, more possibilities of appearance, to exploit, with the only hope
that we become illegible / an illegibility that can inspire each other, an expansion
of our social imaginations, for an imagined society.
It is not the advertisements which we must block, it is not what the
advertisements are able to do or not do to us, with us, for us, as us; but rather the
unanswered questions of a society of totality – a totality of society – of all those
whom advertisements persist, of that which remains unblocked, for them, for us.
For us to slow down, to create a space, unblocked, which then expands… how do
we live within a society, but retain our interests, to not become impotent, to
become unblocked? What do we do with a power that is nuclear, a revolution
which must exist in a time and space not just virtual, but nuclear? A military
power which is nuclear, where the power itself is access, where its main virtue is
that it is not ours.

love, a new concept—that of a decent criminal. I’m Chambige too—also a decent
criminal.
Second joke. I salute the Immortals. Monsieur Daudet belongs to the quarante.
Astu
What is unpleasant and a strain on my modesty is that in fact I am every historical
personage; and as for the children I have brought into the world, I ponder with
some misgiving the possibility that not everyone who enters the “kingdom of
God” also comes from God. This fall, blinded as little as possible, I twice
witnessed my funeral, the first time as Count Robilant (—no, he’s my son, insofar
as I’m Carlo Alberto, unfaithful to my nature), but I was Antonelli myself. Dear
Professor, you really ought to see this edifice; since I am quite inexperienced in
the things I’m creating, you have a right to make any criticism, I will be grateful,
but can’t promise that I’ll profit from it. We artists are incorrigible.— Today I
looked at an operetta—ingeniously Moorish—and took the occasion to ascertain,
with joy, that now both Moscow and Rome are grandiose affairs. You see, my
talent for landscape is undeniable as well.— Think it over; we’ll have a really fine
chat, Turin isn’t far, no serious professional obligations tie us down, a glass of
Veltliner could easily be procured. Négligé of dress is de rigeur.
With heartfelt love Your
Nietzsche
I go everywhere in my student coat, now and then slap someone on the back, and
say: siamo contenti? son dio, ho fatto questa caricatura… Tomorrow my son
Umberto is coming here with lovely Margherita, but I’ll receive her as well only in
shirtsleeves. The rest is for Frau Cosima… Ariadne… From time to time we
practice magic… I’ve had Caiphas put in chains; I too was crucified last year in a
long, drawn-out way by German doctors. Wilhelm, Bismarck and all anti-Semites
done away with! You may make any use of this letter which will not lower me in
the esteem of the people of Basel. —

Turin, ca. January 4, 1889: Letter to Franz Overbeck
To friend Overbeck and wife.
Although you have so far demonstrated little faith in my ability to pay, I yet hope
to demonstrate that I am somebody who pays his debts—for example, to you. I
am just having all anti-Semites shot.
Dionysus
Turin, ca. January 4, 1889: Letter to the Illustrious Pole
To the Illustrious Pole
I belong to you, I am more a Pole than I am God, I shall bestow honors on you
such as only I am able to bestow … I live among you as Matejko…
The Crucified
Turin, January 4, 1889: Letter to Erwin Rohde
To My Growly Bear Erwin..
At the risk of enraging you once again by my blindness as regards Monsieur Taine,
who formerly composed the Vedas, I hereby deign to transpose you to the gods,
with the most beloved of goddesses at your side…
Dionysus.
Turin, January 6, 1889: Letter to Jacob Burckhardt
Dear Professor,
When it comes right down to it I’d much rather have been a Basel Professor than
God; but I didn’t dare be selfish enough to forgo the creation of the world. You
see, one must make sacrifices, no matter how and where one lives.— But I did
secure a small room, fit for a student, opposite the Palazzo Carignano (—in which
I was born as Victor Emmanuel), from whose desk I am able to hear that splendid
music coming from below me, in the Galleria Subalpina. I pay 25 frs. including
service, make my own tea and do all my own shopping, suffer from torn boots,
and constantly thank heaven for the old world, whose inhabitants were not simple
and quiet enough.— Since I am doomed to entertain the next eternity with bad
jokes, I am busy writing, which leaves nothing to be desired, is very nice and not
at all taxing. The post office is five steps away, I take the letters in myself,
handling the great feuilletoniste of the grande monde. Naturally I am on terms
with Figaro, and so that you will have an idea of how harmless I can be, here are
my first two bad jokes:
Do not take the case of Prado too seriously. I am Prado, I’m also Prado’s father,
and I venture to say I’m Lesseps too… I wanted to give my Parisians, whom I

Those virtues, those moments, those countries which we’ve called the Arab
Spring, in 2011, all those seasons, in 2010, in all those places we couldn’t quite
locate… where the power remains… where the revolutionary situation remains,
but it is control which gains strength, as the situation loses its revolutionary
character.
It is these points of access that are the limits of our non-capitalist community – a
commons that is simply beneath those satellites outside, above earth. Are we then
forced to destroy those privacies we are unable to access? A resource the
proletariat is unable to profane is a resource that simply cannot be.
A series of communications with the aliens, virtual, archaic, dots, beeps, symbols,
signals sent out, like a call, found, understood, the imaginations, archaic – this is
what is typical of a bureaucracy. This is the internet, the connection of the
machine to the cosmos. To create those codes sent around becomes the life we
call science fictions / as our reality is infected with a new presence, a surveillance
manipulated, controlled.
When such a flight was conceived, airplanes, aliens, were a dream, but a dream
smarter than these tiny devices we use to send our informations to space, with all
of their imaginary legibility.
It is not the heterotopic spaces we will lose, but rather the experience of those
spaces. As a child, our memories of being in the street, water flowing, its colors,
movements, it is this that we lose. This is the autonomy of the territory which is in
existential threat.
2.
The critique of social media includes within it a critique of the social, a moral
argument, elitist, judging the ways in which we socialize, communicate, live.
Capitalism itself is a form of both creating and controlling the sphere within
which we’re able to live, as a totality, in its forms of ownership, extraction of
value, exploitation. To criticize those that live within capital--all of us--for being
exploited, for producing value, for being owned, is to blame the victim. It
becomes a form of foreclosing the possibilities within which we can socialize,
communicate, live, a totality within which we cannot escape. We need to live, we
will live the ways we can, until we can live the ways we want. We will struggle
against capital, not simply struggle within it.

Life itself is something we produce--its substance, its content--through our labor.
The world wide web is simply a receptacle, an index, an archive, for the lives we
produce, the lives we are able to produce. We necessarily reproduce capital, as
capital produces us. But to critique capital, to reject capital, to destroy capital, is
not to simply be against ourselves, as a form of self-destruction, suicide, wherein
what ceases to exist is not capital, but rather us.
We now live within a certain pace, a pace that evolves, shifts, as we are able to, as
we feel we can keep up, until we stop. Our capacities for the production of
ourselves exist within capital, but also despite it.
The ways in which we find to articulate ourselves, to announce ourselves, to
represent ourselves, is our sociability, within capital, but despite it. It will not be
just our sociability which destroys capitalism, so it should not be our sociability
which we critique as a step towards non-capitalism.
The creativities we produce, just by being alive, just by having to exist, is not to be
vulgarized, moralized, as capitalist production, reproduction, but rather the beauty
of our survival, the romance of our being together as a social body which finds its
own joys, pleasures, within but despite capital. To take away our lives as if it will
take away capital is like encouraging an eating disorder as a way to stop factory
farming. No matter how skinny, emaciated we consider it is worth becoming, the
factory farms will remain, only our health will not.
The internet is a space of appearance, a platform on which, from which, we can
self-organize. But self-organization requires us not to hate our selves, as those
selves we have been will be part of the selves we wish to become. Our selforganization networked, within but despite capitalism, will not in itself create a
new life, but rather the possibility for one, a potentiality. That self-organization
will necessarily have to confront capital, not flee it, in order to destroy it.
Those spaces we use, those things we use, we share, as a form of visibility,
appearance, is our communication, sociability, our social network, which we see
virtualized on the internet, materially.
The internet will not be non-capitalist, for as long as capitalism exists, as long as it
dominates, non-capitalism will be a fantasy in the minds of those within it. We
fantasize to stay alive, just as capitalism does, it’s just that our fantasies must be
more wild, more uncontrollable, than capital can predict, foresee, anticipate. We

Turin, January 4, 1889: Letter to Jacob Burckhardt
My highly honored Jacob Burckhardt,
That was the little joke on whose behalf I bear the tedium of having created a
world. Now you are—thou art—our great greatest teacher: I, together with
Ariadne, need only be the golden mean in all things, having in every respect such
superiors…
Dionysus.
Turin, ca. January 4, 1889: Letter to Cosima Wagner
Ariadne,
I love you.
Dionysus
Turin, January 4, 1889: Letter to Paul Deussen
After you have irrevocably risen to the position that I have really created the
world, it appears that friend Paul will also be provided for in the world plan: he
shall be, together with Monsieur Catulle Mendès, one of my greatest satyrs and
festival animals.
Dionysus
Turin, January 4, 1889: Letter to Peter Gast
To My Maestro Pietro,
Sing me a new song: the world is transfigured and all the heavens are joyous.
The Crucified.
Turin, ca. January 4, 1889: Letter to Umberto I, King of Italy
To my beloved son Umberto
My peace be with you! Tuesday I shall be in Rome. I should like to see you, along
with His Holiness the Pope.
The Crucified
Turin, ca. January 4, 1889: Letter to Cardinal Mariani, Vatican Secretary of State
My beloved son Mariani ..
My peace be with you! Tuesday I shall be in Rome, in order to pay my respects to
His Holiness …
The Crucified

T H E M AD N E S S L E T T E R S (Friedrich Nietzsche)
Turin, January 3, 1889: Letter to Meta von Salis-Marschlins
God is on the earth. Don’t you see how all the heavens are rejoicing? I have just
seized possession of my kingdom, I’ve thrown the Pope in prison, and I’m having
Wilhelm, Bismarck, and Stöcker shot.
The Crucified.
Turin, January 3, 1889: Letter to Cosima Wagner
They tell me that in the past few days a certain divine buffoon has finished the
Dionysus-Dithyrambs…
Turin, January 3, 1889: Letter to Cosima Wagner
To Princess Ariadne, My Beloved.
It is a mere prejudice that I am a human being. Yet I have often enough dwelled
among human beings and I know the things human beings experience, from the
lowest to the highest. Among the Hindus I was Buddha, in Greece Dionysus—
Alexander and Caesar were incarnations of me, as well as the poet of Shakespeare,
Lord Bacon. Most recently I was Voltaire and Napoleon, perhaps also Richard
Wagner… However, I now come as Dionysus victorious, who will prepare a great
festival on Earth… Not as though I had much time… The heavens rejoice to see
me here… I also hung on the cross…
Turin, January 3, 1889: Letter to Cosima Wagner
From Bayreuth you must let the word go forth, breve, to all mankind, under the
heading THE GOOD NEWS.
Turin, January 4, 1889: Letter to Georg Brandes
To my dear friend Georg! After you discovered me, it was no great feat to find
me. The problem now is how to lose me…
The Crucified.
Turin, January 4, 1889: Letter to Hans von Bülow
Herrn Hanns von Bülow..
Considering that you started out as and have been the first Hanseat, I, in all
modesty, merely the third Veuve-Cliquot of Ariadne, I may not have already
ruined the match for you: rather I condemn you to the “Lion of Venice"—who
may devour you…
Dionysus

can become a virus within capital, become contagious, as we become wildly
against it. We exist within capital until we are able to destroy it / until we get to
the point where those forces of control are fleeing from us, rather than the other
way around. This is the point, the space, of the urban commune, a
reappropriation, a profanation of that which is sacred, from which those who fear
us must flee.
The choice is not ours to make, as individuals, but rather as those dispossessed by
capital, as those controlled by the state – as a class, necessarily, wherein there is no
choice, but rather action.
Capitalism does not choose its forms of evolution, but rather evolves as it must –
it uses our ways of living to extract value. But it is not simply new ways of living
that will devalue capital. Value itself will have to be destroyed, abolished, without
destroying our lives. Indeed, it was capital itself that destroyed its old forms of
society, as it ran through its possibilities to exploit.
The internet has indeed created unforeseen possibilities of communication,
information, knowledge, all to be accessed, shared, instantly, wherever we may be.
If we consider these processes, results, to be non-capitalist, then to preclude our
possibility of engagement because we disapprove of their carriers, owners, forms
of property relations, remains simply a moral argument, almost religious, a set of
principles which lack an analysis of capital, the classes which it produces, whose
struggles will necessarily be its undoing.
To criticize the inventions of capital is to criticize invention itself, as all human
activity within capital is, if you will, capitalistic. This vulgar totalization forecloses
imagination, and its religious undercurrents impose their own austerity as a nonsolution to our miseries.
That capital necessarily privatizes, commercializes, commodifies, legalizes,
pacifies, centralizes, territorializes should be no surprise to us, like the frog who
asks the scorpion why it was stung, “because it is my nature.” Our lives will
necessarily be privatized, commercialized, commodified, legalized, pacified,
centralized, territorialized, as long as capital exists – this is its nature, so it
becomes indeed our nature as well. It can not be escaped, only destroyed.
Capital and the state are among those forces that produce our desires, but it is not
our desires for which we should be ashamed. That which brings us joy and

pleasure is not what is to be abolished, but rather that which capitalizes from
them which should be destroyed.
There is not some point of origin during which our joys, pleasures, desires,
dreams, were natural, pure, good, whole, nor is there some moment in time in
which we became perverse, deviant. It is indeed capitalism which must be seen as
the perversion, not ourselves. It is not our responsibility to be pure, good, whole,
nor to justify our joys, pleasures, desires to some would-be governor of our
mores. It is rather our responsibility to destroy capitalism, as that which makes us
feel ashamed.
We can not become professional chasers, creators, of the pure, good, as some
religious cult, away from the blasphemers, heathens, heretics, infidels, sinners,
unbelievers. Why would we be interested in a common with those for whom we
have contempt, with those whose habits which disgust us, their ways of life we
can neither comprehend nor accept.
To destroy our sociability is to destroy ourselves, to punish ourselves simply for
being alive, at a certain time, in a certain place.
To attack our landlords, we do not burn our own houses down, rather we attack
the relationship within which one of us is owner, the other consumer. We do not
ourselves want to buy our own house as some act of autonomy, an autonomy
legitimized by the state. Rather we move to attack the legitimacy of ownership
itself.
The methods of control have in some ways become more impenetrable, obscure,
secret, but their fundamentals remain consistent: crude forms of property
relations, with the exchange and exploitation they necessitate. Class society
remains. Some of the specificities of class war may have been different before we
were born, before the internet was born, but it is not a matter of our return to the
ancient specifics, but rather winning the present war.
If the move towards autonomy is to be seen as a form of self-organization, it must
also function as a form of confrontation. Where the proletariat becomes a virus
which destroys as it grows, where the self-realization of the proletariat as virus
becomes its self-transcendence.
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In March of 2012 there were 140 million Twitter users. Please visit
twitter.com/internetunwork for more information.

S T A T E M E N T (Jeremy Hammond)
Thanks for everybody coming out in support! It is so good to know folks on the
street got my back. Special thanks to those who have been sending books and
letters, and to my amazing lawyers.
I remember maybe a few months before I was locked up I went to a few noise
demonstrations a the federal jail MCC Chicago in support of all those locked up
there. Prisoners moved in front of the windows, turned the lights on and off, and
dropped playing cards through the cracks in the windows. I had no idea I would
soon be in that same jail facing multiple trumped up computer hacking
“conspiracies.”
Now at New York MCC, the other day I was playing chess when another prisoner
excitedly cam e up as was like, “Yo, there are like 50 people outside the window
and they are carrying banners with your name!” Sure enough, there you all were
with lights, banners, and bucket drums just below our 11th floor window. Though
you may not have been able to here us or see us, over one hundred of us in this
unit saw you all and wanted to know who those people were, what they were
about, rejuvenated knowing people on the outside got there back.
As prisoners in this police state – over 2.5 million of us – we are silenced,
marginalized, exploited, forgotten, and dehumanized. First we are judged and
sentenced by the “justice” system, then treated as second class citizens by
mainstream society. But even the warden of MCC New York has in surprising
honesty admitted that “the only difference between us officers here and you
prisoners is we just haven’t been caught.”
They call us robbers and fraudsters when the big banks get billion dollar bailouts
and kick us out of our homes.
They call us gun runners and drug dealers when pharmaceutical corporations and
defense contractors profit from trafficking armaments and drugs on a far greater
scale.
They call us “terrorists” when NATO and the US military murder millions of
innocents around the world and employ drones and torture tactics.
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13. THE POVERTY OF PHILOSOPHY by Karl Marx
14. FIDEL CASTRO SPEAKS - Edited by Martin Kenner and James Petras
15. HOME TO CATALONIA by George Orwell
16. READER IN MARXIST PHILOSOPHY - From writings of Marx, Engels,
and Lenin
17. THE AGE OF IMPERIALISM by Harry Magdoff
18. AMERICAN NEGRO SLAVE REVOLTS by Herbert Aptheker
19. MATERIALISM AND THE DIALECTICAL METHOD by Maurice
Cornforth
20. DIE NIGGER DIE! by H. Rap Brown
21. INSURGENT MEXICO by John Reed
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And they call us cyber criminals when they themselves develop viruses to spy on
and wage war against infrastructure and populations in other countries.
Yes, I am one of several dozen around the world accused of Anonymousaffiliated computer hacking charges.
One of many here at MCCC New York facing trumped up “conspiracy” charges
based on the cooperation of government informants who will say anything and
sell out anyone to save themselves.
And this jail is one of several thousand other jails, prisons, and immigrant
detention centers – lockups which one day will be reduced to rubble and grass will
grow between the cracks of the concrete.
So don’t let fear of imprisonment deter you from speaking up and fighting back.
Silencing our movement is exactly what they hope to accomplish with these
targeted, politically motivated prosecutions. They can try to stop a few of us but
they can never stop us all.
Thanks again for coming out.
Keep bringing the ruckus!
freehammond.com

L E T T E R F R O M J E AN G E N E T

My boys were entrapped to send a message. They were entrapped to further an
agenda. That agenda includes the Final Empire’s last desperate grab of what is left
of planet earth.
What do we do now? What do I do now? All I want to do is scream. Scream for
my boys. Scream for vengeance.

